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Abstract. A numerical model based on the spectral finite element method (SFEM) is proposed to 
predict the electromechanical impedance (EMI) spectra of the PZT transducer bonded beam. Fast 
and accurate simulation of the impedance signals from the PZT wafer can be achieved by SFEM. 
The proposed model includes the PZT wafer (actuator/sensor), beam structure and the coupled 
interaction between PZT wafer/beam structure, which predicts the frequency response function, 
the impedance response under damage and temperature variation effects. Numerical simulation 
algorithms are validated with both finite element analysis and experiments. The results show that 
the proposed model has capability of capturing the effect of damage and temperature effects on 
PZT transducer impedance with great accuracy, the existence of damage can be detected by 
evaluating the electromechanical impedance signals.  
Keywords: electromechanical impedance, coupled PZT-beam structure, spectral finite element 
method, structural health monitoring. 
1. Introduction 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques with regard to piezoelectric materials have 
been developed to assess the safety and integrity of in-situ structures, such as wave propagation 
technique [1], electromechanical impedance [2]. When PZT wafers are adopted for damage 
detection in a plate-like structure, both transient and steady state dynamic responses can be easily 
generated and measured through the EM interaction between the PZT wafers and the structure. 
With a transient input excitation, guide ultrasound waves were generated in a plate-like structure. 
However, the traveling guide ultrasound waves may become standing waves which producing 
normal vibration modes with a steady state excitation, while the response signals can be reflected 
by the electromechanical impedance of the PZT wafers. Due to the two-way electromechanical 
coupling of the PZT wafers, the piezoelectric impedance is directly related to the mechanical 
impedance of the host structure. EMI technique is considered to be one of the most promising 
approaches of these piezoelectric SHM techniques due to its high sensitivity to local incipient 
damage and low-cost [3].  
The application of EMI technique to structure health monitoring has its theoretical 
development first proposed by Liang et al. [4], and several studies have been subsequently 
developed [5-8]. Giurgiutiu [7] modeled interaction between beam and plate with PWAS, in this 
model, the insertion of a coupled moment and force on structure (beam/plate) implied to model 
effect of PWAS actuator. Bhalla and Soh [8] studied two-dimensional interaction of PWAS with 
structure based on mechanical impedance to determine electrical impedance of PWAS. However, 
analytical models are often limited in actual application because they are only applicable to simple 
structures such as beams, plates and shells. Yang et al. [9, 10] presents finite element simulations 
on the interaction between a piezo-impedance transducer and a structure, and studied the effects 
of the PZT bonding thickness on the electrical impedance signature. Seyed et al. [11] developed a 
FEM of a hollow cylinder to study the influence of different damage types and damage location 
on EMI spectrum. However, the size of each element in FEM should be sufficiently small, 
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especially in a high frequency range, which can increase the computation time and cost 
significantly. This is necessary for the inertia effect of a structure can be properly evaluated only 
when the element size is 10-20 times smaller than the wavelength or the modal length of interest 
[12]. Doyle established the spectral element method (SEM) to study the wave propagation in 
structures [13]. The SEM is used for modeling a Timoshenko beam in SHM in combination with 
electric circuit analysis has been studied by Peairs et al. [14]. Based on the SEM, Wang [15] 
develop a model that can identify both the location and the severity of the damage. A SEM is 
developed to represent the dynamic response of a coupled piezoelectric wafer and beam system 
in which either a single or collocated piezoelectric wafers are bonded to a base beam by Park et 
al. [16]. The SEM uses the frequency dependent shape functions in contrast to the constant 
polynomial shape functions employed by FEM to construct the element mass and stiffness 
matrices. Thus it provides accurate dynamic characteristics of a structure and gains very accurate 
solutions at a high frequency [17]. Although EMI technique shows the characteristics of high 
sensitivity to incipient damage of host structure, practical problems have hindered the efficient 
and reliable application of EMI to real-world structures. The current limiting factor of this SHM 
strategy is the difficulty in differentiating changes due to damage and those caused by changing 
environmental conditions. Sun et al. [18] used a temperature compensation method based on cross-
correlation to correct the horizontal shift in the impedance signature. Park et al. [19] proposed an 
impedance-based health monitoring technique under a temperature varying environment 
considering the root mean square deviations of the measured signatures after introducing proper 
shifts in the horizontal and vertical directions. Bhalla et al. [20] also investigated the influence of 
the temperature on the impedance signatures. Therefore, it is important to develop the numerical 
model of a coupled piezoelectric wafer and beam structure to make damage assessment robust for 
in situ applications and improve monitoring accuracy of the EMI technique.  
In this paper, a SFEM is developed to represent the dynamic response of a coupled 
piezoelectric wafer and beam structure to predict the impedance response under damaged beam 
and changing temperature. Then the effects of notch damage and temperature on 
electromechanical signal of the PZT wafer are analyzed by experiments and proposed model. 
2. The governing equations 
A SFEM was implemented in reference [17], and a one-dimensional spectral model was 
developed to simulate the dynamic behavior of a beams bonded with PZT wafer. Consider the 
straight smart beam element with length ܮ and width ܾ, as shown in Fig. 1. The coupled beam 
consists of two layers: the PWAS layer of thickness ℎ௣ and the base beam of thickness ℎ௕. Assume 
the beam takes the uniaxial bending vibration in the (ݔ, ݖ)-plane. The governing equations of the 
coupled beam will be derived based on the Hamilton’s principle. 
 
Fig. 1. Geometry of the elastic-piezoelectric coupled beam 
2.1. Kinematics of coupled beam 
Considering perfect bonding at the PZT wafer interface, we have the following kinematic 
relationships: 
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ݑ(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) = ݑ௕(ݔ, ݐ) − ݖ߶௕(ݔ, ݐ), ݒ(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) = ݒ௕(ݔ, ݐ),
ݑത(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) = ݑ௣(ݔ, ݐ) − (ݖ − ܪ)߶௣(ݔ, ݐ), ̅ݒ(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) = ݒ௣(ݔ, ݐ), (1)
where ݑ௕, ߶௕, ݒ௕ and ℎ௕ represent axial displacement, rotational angle, vertical displacement on 
the neutral axis and the thickness of the base beam respectively, and ݑ௣, ߶௣, ݒ௣ and ℎ௣ denote 
axial displacement, rotational angle, vertical displacement on the neutral axis of the PZT wafer 
and the thickness of the PZT wafer, but ߶௣ = ݒ௣ᇱ  in the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. ܪ is defined 
that ܪ = ൫ℎ௕ + ℎ௣൯/2. (′) denotes the derivatives with respect to the axial coordinate ݔ. 
The electro-mechanical behavior of a piezoelectric material under uniaxial loading can be 
reduced from the linear piezoelectricity relations. PWAS constitutive equations with consideration 
of temperature effect can be obtained as [21]: 
൜ߪ(ݔ)ܧ(ݔ)ൠ = ൤
ܥଵଵ஽ −ℎଷଵ
−ℎଷଵ ܤଷଷௌ ൨ ൜
ߝ(ݔ)
ܦ(ݔ)ൠ − ൜
ܥଵଵ஽ ߙ௣∆ܶ
0 ൠ, (2)
where ߪ  and ߝ  are the mechanical stress and strain in the ݔ -direction, respectively. ܦ  is the 
electrical displacement and ܧ is the electrical field. ܥଵଵ஽  is the elastic stiffness, ܤଷଷௌ  is the dielectric 
constant, ℎଷଵ is the piezoelectric constant, and ߙ௣ is the thermal expansion coefficient of PZT 
wafer, ∆ܶ is variation in temperature from the reference temperature. 
The stress-strain relation for the base beam considering temperature effect can be obtained as: 
ߪ௫௫(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) = ܧ(ߝ௫௫(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) − ߙ௕∆ܶ), ߬௫௭(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ) = ߢܩߛ௫௭(ݔ, ݖ, ݐ), (3)
where ߪ௫௫ ,߬௫௭ , ߝ௫௫  and ߛ௫௭  are the normal stress, shear stress, normal strain and shear strain, 
respectively. ܧ and ܩ are elastic modulus and shear modulus. ߢ is the shear coefficient employed 
in the Timoshenko beam theory, and ߙ௕ is the thermal expansion coefficient for the beam. 
2.2. Governing equations and force boundary conditions  
The equations of motion are derived by using Hamilton’s principle which requires the 
evaluation of the strain energy ܷ, the kinetic energy ܶ and the virtual work ߜܹ: 
ߜ න [ܷ − ܶ + ܹ]݀ݐ
௧మ
௧భ
= 0. (4)
The kinetic and potential energy can be derived first, and then the Hamilton’s principle is used 
to calculate the governing equation and the force boundary conditions.  
The strain energy of the coupled system ܷ can be computed as follows: 
ܷ
= ቊ12 න ቊ
[ܧ௕ܫ௕߶௕ᇱଶ + ߤܣ௕(ݒ௕ᇱ − ߶௕)ଶ + ܧ௕ܣ௕(ݑ௕ᇱ − ߙ௕∆ܶ)ଶ]
+ൣܥଵଵ஽ ܣ௣(ݑ௣ᇱ − ߙ௣∆ܶ)ଶ + ܥଵଵ஽ ܫ௉ݒ௣ᇱᇱଶ൧ − 2ܣ௣ℎଷଵܦ(ݑ௣ᇱ − ߙ௣∆ܶ) + 2ܣ௣ܤଷଷௌ ܦଶቋ݀ݔ
௅
଴
, (5)
where ܧ௕ , ܫ௕ , ߤ  and ܣ௕  are the Young’s modulus, the second moment of the inertia, Lame 
constants and the cross-sectional area of the beam, respectively. ܣ௣ and ܫ௉ are the cross-sectional 
area and the second moment of the inertia of the PZT wafer. 
The kinetic energy (ܶ) of the coupled is given by: 
ܶ = 12 න ߩ௕൫ܣ௕ݑሶ ௕
ଶ + ܣ௕ݒሶ௕ଶ + ܫ௕߶ሶ ௕ଶ൯
௅
଴
݀ݔ + 12 න ߩ௣൫ܣ௣ݑሶ ௣
ଶ + ܣ௣ݒሶ௣ଶ൯
௅
଴
݀ݔ, (6)
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where ߩ௕ and ߩ௣ denote the density of the base beam and the PZT wafer, respectively. The dot on 
field variables denotes the derivatives with respect to time.  
Assuming forces only distribute on the both end of each element, the virtual work is given by: 
ߜܹ = − න ܾ߭(ݐ)ܦ
௅
଴
݀ݔ − (ܰݑ௕ + ܳݒ௕ + ܯ߶௕)|଴௅, (7)
where ܰ, ܳ and ܯ are the resultant axial forces, transverse shear forces and bending moments 
applied at the boundaries ݔ = 0 and ܮ. ߭(ݐ) is the voltage applied to the PZT wafer. 
Substituting Eqs. (5)-(7) into Eq. (4) and applying integration-by-parts, the governing 
equations of the coupled electro-mechanical system take the following form: 
Governing equations: 
ቐ
−ܧܣݑ௕ᇱᇱ + ߚଶݒ௕ᇱᇱᇱ + ߚଵ߶௕ᇱᇱ + ߩܣݑሷ ௕ − ߙଵ߶ሷ௕ − ߙଶݒሷ௕ᇱ = 0,
−ߚଶݑ௕ᇱᇱᇱ + (ܥଵଵ஽ ܫ௉ + ߜଶ)ݒ௕ᇱᇱᇱᇱ − ߤܣ௕ݒ௕ᇱᇱ + ߜଷ߶௕ᇱᇱᇱ + ߤܣ௕߶௕ᇱ + ߩܣݒሷ௕ + ߙଶݑሷ ௕ᇱ − ߛଷ߶ሷ௕ᇱ − ߛଶݒሷ௕ᇱᇱ = 0,
ߚଵݑ௕ᇱᇱ − ߜଷݒ௕ᇱᇱᇱ − ߤܣ௕ݒ௕ᇱ + (−ܧ௕ܫ௕ − ߜଵ)߶௕ᇱᇱ + ߤܣ௕߶௕ − ߙଵݑሷ ௕ + (ߩ௕ܫ௕ + ߛଵ)߶ሷ௕ + ߛଷݒሷ௕ᇱ = 0.
 (8)
Boundary conditions: 
ۖە
۔
ۖۓܧܣݑ௕ᇱ − ߚଶݒ௕ᇱᇱ − ߚଵ߶௕ᇱ − ௘ܰ߭(ݐ) − ܧ௕ܣ௕ߙ௕Δܶ − ܧ௣ܣ௣ߙ௣Δܶ − ܰ = 0,
ߚଶݑ௕ᇱᇱ − (ܥଵଵ஽ ܫ௉ + ߜଶ)ݒ௕ᇱᇱᇱ − ߜଷ߶௕ᇱᇱ + ߤܣ௕(ݒ௕ᇱ − ߶௕) − ߙଶݑሷ ௕ + ߛଷ߶ሷ ௕ + ߛଶݒሷ௕ᇱ − ܳ = 0,
−ߚଶݑ௕ᇱ + (ܥଵଵ஽ ܫ௉ + ߜଶ)ݒ௕ᇱᇱ + ߜଷ߶௕ᇱ + ܯ௘ଵ߭(ݐ) + ߚଵߙ௣Δܶ = 0,
−ߚଵݑ௕ᇱ + ߜଷݒ௕ᇱᇱ + (ܧ௕ܫ௕ + ߜଵ)߶௕ᇱ + ܯ௘ଶ߭(ݐ) + ߚଵߙ௣߂ܶ − ܯ = 0,
 (9)
where: 
݀ଷଵ =
ℎଷଵ
ܧ௣ܤଷଷௌ
,     ௘ܰ =
ℎଷଵܾ
ܤଷଷௌ
= ݀ଷଵܧ௣ܾ, ܯ௘ଵ =
1
2 ℎ௣ ௘ܰ, ܯ௘ଶ =
1
2 ℎ௕ ௘ܰ, ߩܣ = ߩ௕ܣ௕ + ߩ௣ܣ௣, 
ܧܫ = ܧ௕ܫ௕ + ܥଵଵ஽ ܫ௉ +
ℎ௣ଶܧ௣ܣ௣
4 , ܧ௣ = ܥଵଵ
஽ − ℎଷଵ
ଶ
ܤଷଷ
ௌ
,    ܧܣ = ܧ௕ܣ௕ + ܧ௣ܣ௣ , 
ߙଵ =
ℎ௕ߩ௣ܣ௣
2 ,     ߙଶ =
ℎ௣ߩ௣ܣ௣
2 , ߛଵ =
ℎ௕ଶߩ௣ܣ௣
4 , ߛଶ =
ℎ௣ଶߩ௣ܣ௣
4 , ߛଷ =
ℎ௕ℎ௣ߩ௣ܣ௣
4 , 
ߚଵ =
ℎ௕ܧ௣ܣ௣
2 ,    ߚଶ =
ℎ௣ܧ௣ܣ௣
2 , ߜଵ =
ℎ௕ଶܧ௣ܣ௣
4 , ߜଶ =
ℎ௣ଶܧ௣ܣ௣
4 , ߜଷ =
ℎ௕ℎ௣ܧ௣ܣ௣
4 . 
On the basis of Hamilton’s principle, the electrical displacement ܦ can be obtained as follow: 
ܦ = ܾܣ௣ܤଷଷௌ
߭(ݐ) + ℎଷଵܤଷଷௌ
൬ݑ௕ᇱ −
ℎ௕
2 ߶௕
ᇱ − ℎ௣2 ݒ௕
ᇱᇱ − ߙ௣∆ܶ൰. (10)
The electric current ܫ(ݐ) passing through the PZT wafer can be determined from the electric 
displacement as: 
ܫ(ݐ) = ݅߱ ඵ ܦ ݀ݔ ݀ݕ = ܾ݅߱ න ቈ ܾܣ௣ܤଷଷௌ
߭(ݐ) + ℎଷଵܤଷଷௌ
൬ݑ௕ᇱ −
ℎ௕
2 ߶௕
ᇱ − ℎ௣2 ݒ௕
ᇱᇱ − ߙ௣∆ܶ൰቉
௅
଴
݀ݔ. (11)
So, the electric admittance ܼ(ݐ) = ߭(ݐ)/ܫ(ݐ) of the PZT wafer can be determined. 
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3. Spectral element formulation  
The governing equations in Eq. (8) and the boundary conditions in Eq. (9) can be transformed 
into frequency domain using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the unknown displacement 
field and the applied voltage ݑ = ሼݑ௕, ݒ௕, ߶௕, ߭(ݐ)ሽ , is approximated as: 
ݑ = ෍ሼݑො(ݔ, ߱௡)ሽ݁௝ఠ೙௧
௡
= ෍(෍ሼݑොሽ݁ି௜௞೘೙௫
௠
)
௡
݁ି௝ఠ೙௧, (12)
where ߱௡  denotes the ݊ th circular frequency, ܰ  is the number of frequency points while 
implementing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and ݑො(ݔ, ߱௡) represents the spectral 
amplitude vector corresponding to the generic displacement vector as a function of (ݔ, ߱௡). A 
Fourier expansion of ݑො(ݔ, ߱௡)  has also been carried out in the longitudinal direction where 
ሼݑොሽ௠௡ = [ݑො௕, ݒො௕, ߶෠௕, ො߭(ݐ)]௠௡  represents the wave coefficient vector associated with the ݉ th 
mode of wave and for each frequency and ݇௠௡ denotes the ݉th wave number related to ݊th ߱௡, 
ݑ଴, ݒ଴, ߶଴ represents the wave coefficient vector associated with the ݊th mode of wave and for 
each frequency ߱௡. Replacing Eq. (12) in Eq. (8), the following polynomial eigenvalue problem 
is obtained: 
ሼ۱ሽሼܝሽ = 0, (13)
where ܝ is the matrix polynomial depending on the wavenumbers ݇௡ for each frequency ߱௡. In 
this case, the order of the matrix polynomial is 8. Thus, there are eight eigenvalues (݇௠௡ where  
݉ = 1,..., 8) and eigenvectors ሼܝሽ. After solving the eigenvalue problem, the complete solution at 
frequency ߱௡ is written as: 
ሼݑො(ݔ, ߱௡)ሽ =
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ ݑො௕(ݔ, ߱௡)ݒො௕(ݔ, ߱௡)
߶෠௕(ݔ, ߱௡)
ො߭(ݐ)(ݔ, ߱௡)ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ = ቎
ܴଵ
ܴଶ…
଼ܴ
቏
୘
݀݅ܽ݃௠ୀଵ…଼(݁ି௜௞೘೙௫) ቐ
ܽଵ
ܽଶ…
଼ܽ
ቑ = [ܴ][ܦ(ݔ)]ሼܣ(߱௡)ሽ, (14)
where ܴ௜ denotes the normalized eigenvector related to ݇ଵ௡ and ܣ(߱௡) is a vector of unknown 
coefficients to be determined from the displacement boundary conditions at ݔ = 0 and ݔ = ܮ: 
൬ሼݑොଵሽ௡ሼݑොଶሽ௡൰ = ቂ
ܴ
ܴቃ ൤
ܦ(0)
ܦ(ܮ)൨௡
ሼܣሽ = [ ଵܶ]ሼܣሽ. (15)
Similarly, the associated forces are evaluated at the nodes according to Eq. (9) as: 
൬ሼ ଵ݂ሽሼ ଶ݂ሽ൰ = [ ଶܶ]ሼܣሽ = [ ଶܶ][ ଵܶ]
ିଵ ൬ሼݑොଵሽ௡ሼݑොଶሽ௡൰ = [ܵ] ൬
ሼݑොଵሽ௡
ሼݑොଶሽ௡൰. (16)
Once [ ଵܶ] and [ ଶܶ] are obtained, the dynamic stiffness matrix for the spectral PZT-bonded 
beam element is formed [ ଶܶ][ ଵܶ]ିଵ. 
4. Results and discusses 
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed spectral finite element method, an experimental 
test and FEM have been carried out as shown in Fig. 2. The beam made up of 6061-t6 aluminum 
alloy is bonded with a PZT51 wafer upon its surface. The geometry parameters of the model are 
given: ܮ௕ =  208 mm, ℎ௕ = 3 mm, ܾ =  20 mm, ܮ௣ =  14 mm, ℎ௣ = 0.7 mm, ݔ௣ =  58 mm,  
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ܮ௡ = 0.5 mm, ݔ௡ = 106 mm. The location, depth and width of the notch are marked as ݔ௡, ℎ௡ and 
ܮ௡, respectively. The corresponding material properties are listed in Table 1. The meshing diagram 
for the SFEM model is shown in Fig. 3, in which the pristine beam and the notched beam are 
modeled using three and five spectral finite elements, respectively. The modeling of 
surface-breaking cracks in reference [22] can be used for the modeling of the notch damage. In 
the case of 2-D FEM model, 7 eight-node quadratic elements (2 mm×0.7 mm) are employed for 
the PZT while 208 eight-node quadratic elements (2 mm×1.5 mm) are employed for the pristine 
aluminum beam. The material damping is also considered by introducing a loss factor, which is 
assumed to be 0.005 for the aluminum. 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of a free-free beam with attached PZT wafer and notch 
       
a) Pristine beam 
        
b) Notched beam 
Fig. 3. The meshing diagram for the SFEM model 
A commercialized AD5933 evaluation board was used in the experimental setup for the 
impedance measuring, as shown in Fig. 4. The evaluation software of Analog Devices (Analog 
Devices, Inc., 2009) is used to run the board and to send/receive signals. The built in discrete 
Fourier transform module enable us to extract the real and imaginary part of the measured 
impedance data at each output frequency. 
 
Fig. 4. Experimental setup for measuring 
electromechanical impedance 
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of the EMI obtained  
by SFEM, experiment, and FEM 
The electromechanical impedance in a frequency range of 4-30 kHz, which obtained by the 
SFEM, FEM and experiment, respectively, are shown in Fig. 5, also the nature frequencies 
caculated by SFEM are listed in Table 2, which demostrated that the resonance peaks in the EMI 
curves corresponding well with the nature frequencies. As the structure undergo a large 
5 10 15 20 25 300
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deformation in resonance state, which result a greater deformation and electric displacement of 
PZT wafer, eventually leads to a corresponding peak in the impendence curves. It can also be seen 
that frequency and amplitude of resonance peaks obtained by SFEM and FEM are exactly close. 
Although the impedance spectra obtained by SFEM is slightly lower than that by the experiment, 
the overall trend is consistent. The difference may be caused by the slight difference between the 
material parameters that adopted in numerical simulation and the actual parameters in the 
experiment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the SFEM is an efficient tools for the numerical 
analyzing of the electromechanical impedance responses of a coupled piezoelectric beam.  
Table 1. Material properties of aluminum beam and PZT 
 PZT51 Al 6061-t6 
Stiffness coefficient ܥଵଵ஽  (GPa) 75.99  
Piezoelectric constant ℎଷଵ (V/m) –7.561×108  
Dielectric constant ܤଷଷௌ  (m/F) 6.131×107  
Density ߩ (kg/m3) 7450 2800 
Young’s modulus ܧ (GPa)  69 
Table 2. The natural frequencies of the model in Fig. 2 between 4 kHz and 30 kHz 
Mode No. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
௡݂ (kHz) 4.679 6.497 8.592 11.04 11.86 13.71 16.53 19.84 23.21 24.00 26.73 
To study the influences of the damage on the electromechanical impedance signal, the 
electromechanical impedances spectra of the beam-PZT coupled structure with different notch 
depth (ℎ௡ = 0.5 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm) obtained by experimental and theoretical are shown in 
Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The simulation results correspond well with the experiment, which 
further validates the proposed model. The results indicated that most of the resonant peaks of 
impedance shift towards left with the increasing of the notch depth. The decrease of the resonant 
peaks frequencies, which reflect the decreasing of local stiffness, is caused by the existence of 
local damage (notch). Therefore, the amount of frequency shift increase with the increasing of the 
notch depth. However, the resonance frequencies of some certain mode (around 4.6 kHz and 
13.7 kHz) nearly remain unchanged. This is because the notch is located near the node of 
corresponding vibration mode where the displacements are almost zero. According to the above 
analysis, the range of sweeping frequency must be carefully chosen to contain adequate resonant 
peaks and reject those “unchanged” peaks in order to improve the accuracy of damage 
identification in practical tests.  
a) Experimental 
 
b) Theoretical 
Fig. 6. Electromechanical impedance of the specimen beam 
Based on the model shown in Fig. 2, frequency response functions (FRFs) on the right free 
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end of the undamaged beam and the notched beam (ℎ௡ = 1.5 mm) are also obtained. Displacement 
amplitudes vs. frequency in the range of 4-30 kHz are presented in Fig. 7. The results show that 
the FRFs spectra of the axial displacement have almost the same resonance frequencies with the 
impedance spectra, as well as the frequency shift caused by the notch. The damage caused FRFs 
variation is the internal reasons of the impedance variation, which can be directly measured in the 
practical test. In addition, there are some resonance frequencies of vertical displacement (marked 
with dashed circle in Fig. 7(b)) doesn’t correspond to a peak of axial displacement and impedance 
spectra. This is because the coupling effect between PZT wafer and the beam is conceded only in 
ݔ-direction, thus the electromechanical impedance is more sensitive to the axial vibration of the 
beam. 
a) Axial displacement (ݔ-direction) b) Vertical displacement (ݖ-direction) 
Fig. 7. FRFs at the right free end of the beam described in Fig. 2 
Table 3. Material properties of aluminum beam and PWAS varying with temperature 
 PZT51 Al 6061-t6 
 ଴ܶ ݀ܲ(ܶ) ݀ܶ⁄ ଴ܶ ݀ܲ(ܶ) ݀ܶ⁄  
Stiffness coefficient ܥଵଵ஽  (GPa) 75.99 4.525×10-3   
Piezoelectric constant ℎଷଵ (V/m) –7.561×108 –4.368×105   
Dielectric constant ܤଷଷௌ  (m/F) 6.131×107 4.153×103   
Density ߩ (kg/m3) 7450 –0.0726 2800 –0.1844 
Young’s modulus ܧ (GPa)   69 –0.0262 
Previous research has shown that the temperature effects may reduce the efficiency and 
reliability in the application of EMI [20]. To study the influence of the temperature effects on the 
impedance of the PWAS sensor, a linear dependence of the material property on temperature is 
assumed: 
ܲ(ܶ) = ܲ( ଴ܶ) + ∆ܶ ∙
݀ܲ(ܶ)
݀ܶ , (17)
where ܲ represents one of the material parameter, ܶ is the generic temperature, ଴ܶ is the reference 
temperature 25 °C, and ∆ܶ is the temperature variation relative to the reference. The parameters 
of aluminum beam and PWAS in this study are listed in Table 3. 
The electromechanical impedance spectra at different temperatures (25-55 °C) have been 
shown in Fig. 8. It shows that the frequencies of the resonant peaks shift towards left while its 
amplitude increases with the increasing of temperature. To further analyses the effect of different 
factors on the impedance signal, the impedance spectra are shown in Fig. 9 (a) with only the beam 
parameters considered as functions of temperature while the PZT wafer parameters are constant. 
It can be drawn that the left shift of the impedance resonance peaks is obvious as the temperature 
rises, while the amplitude change is not so apparent. This is because the structure stiffness decrease 
with the increase of temperature, which decrease the resonance frequency of the beam. Fig. 9(b) 
presents the impedance spectra with only the PZT wafer parameters changes with temperature. It 
is shown that the amplitude of resonance peaks increases without significant left shift, which is 
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mainly contribute to the increase of piezoelectric coefficient of the PZT wafer. Therefore, with 
the increase of temperature, the left shift of the impedance resonance peaks is mainly due to the 
parameters changes of the beam, while the increase in impedance amplitude is principally due to 
the changes of PZT wafer parameters. 
Numerical simulation studies have revealed the influence of the damage and temperature 
variation on the impedance spectra while the results are consistent well with the existing 
experiment [23]. The results also show that the proposed model has the capability of capturing the 
changes of impedance with considering the variation of structural/PZT wafer parameters caused 
by temperature effect, which is unavoidable for real time and online SHM. Many researchers have 
proposed temperature compensation strategies by results correction to improve the damage 
detecting precision. The effectiveness of these methods was proved by numerical simulation 
results in this study. 
 
Fig. 8. Electromechanical impedance curves for different temperatures (25-55 °C)  
considering PZT wafer and beam parameters change with temperature variation 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 9. Electromechanical impedance curves for different temperatures only considering  
a) beam or b) PZT wafer material parameters change with temperature variation 
5. Conclusions 
Numerical model based on the spectral element method are established to predict the 
electromechanical impedance spectra of the PZT wafer bonded to the beam, only a small number 
of spectral elements are required for the accurate computation of the coupled dynamic responses. 
The high efficiency and accuracy of the spectral element model is validated first by FEM and 
experiments. The results show that the frequency of the resonance peaks left shift strongly depends 
on the location and depth of the notch. When the notch is located at a modal node, the 
corresponding frequency value will remain unchanged. If the notch is away from the modal node, 
the frequency shift would be significant. Further, the monotonic left shift of resonance peaks may 
also cause by temperature increasing. The higher the frequency, the greater the deviation will arise. 
The results show that the proposed numerical model has the capability of capturing the effect of 
damage and temperature variation, while the existence of damage can be detected by evaluating 
the electromechanical impedance signals. 
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